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Abstract
Many distributed systems/databases rely on Paxos for providing linearizable reads. Linearizable reads in Paxos are achieved either through running a full read round with followers, or via reading from a stable leader which holds leases on followers. We introduce a third method for performing linearizable reads by eschewing the leader and only reading from a quorum of followers. For guaranteeing linearizability, a bare quorum read is insufficient and it needs to be amended with a rinse phase to account for pending update operations. We present our Paxos Quorum Read (PQR) protocol that implements this. Our evaluations show that PQR significantly improves throughput compared to the other methods. The evaluations also show that PQR achieves comparable latency to the read from stable Paxos leader optimization.

1 Introduction
The Paxos consensus protocol \cite{15} is used for implementing a fault-tolerant replicated state machine (RSM), where each node executes commands in the same order and maintain identical states. Many distributed systems use Paxos as the backbone for strongly consistent distributed replication \cite{7, 8, 10, 12, 26}. To guarantee strong constraints on the safe interleaving of updates and provide ease of reasoning/development, these distributed systems often provide linearizability to prohibit stale reads: once an operation is complete, every read must see that state or some later state. In other words, every read sees some current state between invocation and completion, but not a state prior to the read.

A straightforward way to serve a linearizable read operation in Paxos is to run this command through a majority of followers. But this is a costly solution because executing a Paxos round for a command that does not change state is wasteful. Furthermore, read operations occur more frequently than write operations, and read-to-write ratios greater than 100:1 are not uncommon in the industry \cite{21}.

To reduce the cost of linearizable read operations, read from the leader optimization is performed \cite{9, 20}. This approach requires the leader to be stable. To assert this condition, the leader employs leases with the follower nodes which prevents the election of another leader during the lease period.

Both of these methods involve the leader, which is already burdened by serving every write operation \cite{2}. Making the leader responsible for all read traffic puts even more strain on it, while the follower replicas perform no client-facing work and exist solely for the purpose of fault-tolerance and redundancy.

Contributions. We present a general client-driven, strongly consistent quorum read protocol, called Paxos Quorum Reads (PQR). PQR relieves the Paxos leader from serving read operations and achieves more uniform resource utilization among the nodes in the system. PQR also offloads the burden of orchestrating the read to the client, and provides better scalability for high throughput read/write workloads in Paxos-based databases.

Providing linearizable quorum reads in Paxos is not an easy problem. The naive approach of simply reading the committed value from the majority of followers may result in stale reads and read-your-write violations: A client that receives an ack for a successful write may not see its own write upon a subsequent read from a quorum of followers. This is because the followers do not have the most up-to-date information about the committed writes. The followers know only about the dirty writes that they "accept", but not about the "commit" finalized by the leader upon seeing a quorum of accepts.

In order to avoid this problem in PQR, after reading accepted values from a quorum of follower replicas, the client is then required to rinse a dirty read by waiting for the highest "accepted" slot to become "committed". While this solution might appear slower than a point-read from the leader node, and not very advantageous at a first glance, it provides value by alleviating the need for leader-leases and by ensuring a more even load distribution among the nodes in the cluster for intensive write and read workloads. Moreover, as we show in Section 4.1, the rinse phase becomes unnecessary and is omitted in many cases.

Our prototype implementation of PQR achieves up to 12%
better throughput and up to 30% better latency in write intensive workloads, while having performance similar to Paxos with reads from leader in read-intensive scenarios.

2 Related Work

Partly due to the bottleneck the linearizable reads create on the leader, many practical systems delegate the reading of data to ad-hoc protocols build on top of the Paxos-backed replication layer. Many systems, such as ZooKeeper [5], resort to reading data from any replica, which may return stale data.

A prominent group of replication protocols used in databases [11] forgo Paxos and similar, and use client-driven quorum systems [19] to implement both reads and writes. Traditional quorum systems, used in databases like Cassandra [11], utilize simple nodes with no knowledge of global state. Once a replication operation reaches a storage node, it is applied and committed right away. As a result, the storage node in these systems lack global knowledge of operation state: a local commit does not guarantee the success of operation globally. This prevents Cassandra from achieving linearizability without employing a costly read-repair phase: before returning the read value, that value should be written to and acknowledged by a majority replicas to ascertain linearizability/durability.

To account for the lack of knowledge about the state of global replication, some quorum protocols employ logical sequence numbers (LSNs). LSNs, however, only work when there is a single stable source to generate them. In practice, this means that these quorum systems need to rely on leases and orthogonal leader-election mechanisms, often implemented with Paxos, to ensure only a single active LSN-generating leader exists. Examples of this approach has been demonstrated in Chain Replication protocol [24], CRAQ [22], and Distributed Versioning [3] work. In Amazon Aurora [25], a stable leader must successfully write to a majority of storage replicas before an operation is considered committed. Upon reading, the stable leader knows that commitment status and may return the read by reading from any replica that have the value stored. In case of the leader failure, however, the commitment information stored at the leader is lost, and the new leader must recover it by reading the storage replicas. In contrast to the above work, that are constrained to a single datacenter, Azure Cosmos DB [17], by virtue of a novel nested consensus protocol, allows strong reads on secondaries using a proprietary protocol even in globally-distributed deployments.

In Paxos Store [26], a follower contacted for a read, queries majority of followers and responds with the read value if there is no pending write operation (i.e., dirty write) in the system. Paxos Quorum Lease protocol [18] employs leases at followers to provide local reads at those followers when there are no dirty writes. The lease is integrated to Paxos write operation and is per object. Using leases leads to a complicated implementation due to lease set, renewal, and revocation messages, and brief unavailability problems for read/write operations in case a follower holding a lease becomes unavailable.

Another quorum read solution [6] has been proposed recently for CockroachDB [9], a database which uses Raft for replication. The solution relies on the CockroachDB’s transaction layer, orthogonal to Raft, to provide stronger consistency guarantees than the naive implementation. CockroachDB relies on HLC [14] timestamps to order transactions across different Raft-groups, and the proposed protocol piggybacks on the HLC timestamp to provide the ordering heuristic. Since Cockroach DB is not linearizable (or strictly-serializable for transactions) due to the reliance on timestamps originating at different servers, the quorum read protocol taking advantage of these timestamp is not linearizable either and provides only serializability.

In contrast to previous work, PQR leverages on Paxos slots (i.e., consensus instances) as LSNs, but also uses global replication state (communicated via "committed" messages) to reduce the number of follower reads to confirm linearizability. Unlike quorum systems relying on contiguous LSNs, PQR can tolerate temporary gaps in slot numbers, as these gaps can happen normally in Multi-Paxos, and nodes rely on the logs to identify the gaps and recover as needed. PQR does not use leases, and works efficiently and consistently in the presence of a dirty write by waiting to see the completion of the write.

3 Paxos Background

The Paxos protocol operates in three phases as illustrated in Figure 1. The first phase, often called propose phase, establishes a leader node. In this phase, a node tries to acquire leadership by reaching out to other nodes with some ballot number. The replicas ack the leadership proposal only if they have not seen a higher ballot. When a node collects a majority of acks, it can proceed to the second phase. In phase-2, the accept phase, the leader tells all the followers to accept a command. The command is either a new command of the leader’s choosing, or an old command if some node has replied with an earlier uncommitted command during the phase-1 vote. Once the leader receives a majority of acks from nodes accepting the command, which anchors the command, it can proceed to the commit phase (phase-3). During this phase, the leader
instructs the followers to finalize the command and commit it to the log and execute it against their state machines.

This basic Paxos protocol is commonly extended to the Multi-Paxos [23] protocol, which allows the same leader to propose commands in subsequent slots (i.e., consensus instances), alleviating the need for leader re-election in phase-1 as long as the incumbent leader’s ballot number remains the highest the followers have seen. Additionally, phase-3 is often piggybacked to the next phase-2, further reducing the communication overheads. In this paper we refer to the Multi-Paxos optimization when we mention Paxos protocol.

4 Paxos Quorum Reads

As shown in Figure 2, our Paxos Quorum Read (PQR) protocol operates in two phases: quorum-read phase and rinse phase.

Quorum-read phase. In the quorum-read phase, PQR client reads the latest accepted slot from the majority of followers excluding the leader node. As each follower replies to the client, it returns the latest accepted slot seen by that follower regardless of the gaps in the slot numbers. For example, if a replica has accepted slots 1 through 4 and 6, it will return slot 6 as its latest one. The client collects the responses from a majority quorum of followers and picks the highest accepted slot number for the rinse phase. The result from this slot will be eventually returned as the outcome of the read operation, however, at this point the operation has not been committed yet and requires some waiting to ensure its value is permanently written. This guarantees that clients always read the latest value with respect to the real-time ordering of events.

Rinse phase. In this phase, the client waits for the slot number acquired in quorum-read phase to be executed. To this end, the client needs to contact any single node and check whether the command at this slot has been executed. It is sufficient to check only a single follower for execution confirmation, since the executed state carries information about global replication in the system: the command executes only when all commands on prior slots have been committed in the cluster. If the current slot has been executed, the client can complete the read operation and use the result of that slot’s executed command. Else, if the command is still pending, the client must retry the rinse phase again.

4.1 Rinse-free Reads

Following quorum-read with a rinse phase requires at least two RTTs to complete. However, in practice it is possible to eliminate the rinse phase in many cases.

Firstly, in the absence of new commands, the followers are fully caught-up with their latest accepted slot equal to their latest executed slot. When the quorum-read phase meets this condition, we can accept the read value immediately without having to perform the rinse phase, since the rinse condition has been met in just one RTT.

Secondly, when Paxos is used in databases operating on multiple data objects, such as micro-shards [4] or key-value pairs, it is possible to extend the above observation. If each replicating value has a unique identifier or key, we can track the replication progress of individual data objects. This allows PQR to compare accepted and executed slots of individual objects. If accepted and executed slots for an object match on the majority of nodes, we can safely return the value, since no replication operation for that specific object was able to reach the majority nodes at the time a PQR read was started. However, if at least one replica contacted in quorum-read phase has different accepted and executed slots for an object, then the replication is currently in progress, and the client must perform the rinse phase on this slot.

4.2 Flexible Quorum Optimization

We further improve the performance of the quorum-read phase by leveraging on the flexible quorums idea [13]. This result shows that we can weaken the “all quorums should intersect” assertion in Paxos to instead “only quorums from different phases should intersect”. That is, majority quorums are not necessary for Paxos, provided that phase-1 quorums ($Q_1$) intersect with phase-2 quorums ($Q_2$). This allows trading off $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ sizes to improve performance. For high read-to-write ratios, it is beneficial to use a large $Q_2$, which allows us to use a smaller than majority quorum for PQR. For example for deployment size $N = 5$, selecting $Q_2 = 4$ enables us to use 2 nodes for the quorum-read phase, as this quorum is guaranteed to intersect with the write quorum $Q_2$. Similarly, for $N = 7$, it is possible to choose $Q_2$ as 5, to allow using 3 nodes for the PQR quorum. This provides savings for high read-to-write ratio deployments as the PQR quorum is exercised more than the write quorum. Moreover, this also helps for achieving reads from a small number of nodes within the vicinity for wide area network deployments of Paxos.
Table 1: Number of messages handled by each node, where \( n \) denotes number of nodes and \( r \) the read probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Paxos</th>
<th>Paxos Read From Leader</th>
<th>Paxos Quorum Read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>( 2n )</td>
<td>( 2n(1-r) + 2r )</td>
<td>( 2n(1-r) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follower</td>
<td>( 2 )</td>
<td>( 2(1-r) )</td>
<td>( 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>( 2 )</td>
<td>( 2 )</td>
<td>( 2(1-r) + 2r(\frac{r}{2}) + 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Communication Complexity Analysis

We analyze communication complexity of Paxos and our proposed PQR solution to illustrate that PQR may achieve better performance than Paxos. To this end we consider the number of messages handled by Paxos leader, followers, and clients. Table 1 illustrates how many messages a stable leader, followers and clients need to process for each operation in a cluster of size \( n \). We distinguish two types of operations: reads and writes, with \( r \) designating the probability of reads.

The best case for communication in Paxos is when a stable leader is known to the clients. The leader runs the client’s request by communicating with the followers and committing the operation on the log. Being a general solution, Paxos does not distinguish between operation mutating the state and the one reading the state. We also assume that a leader only needs one phase of communication to commit the data, with phase-3 of Paxos piggybacked to the next phase-2. This results in \( 2n \) messages handled by the leader and 2 messages handled for the client and each follower per consensus instance.

When optimizing Paxos for read-intensive applications such as databases, in order to reduce the read communication overheads, read operations are performed directly at the stable leader [9], which holds leases on followers. In this case, read and write operations have different costs. The followers are only involved in write commands, so each follower handles \( 2^*(1-r) \) messages per slot on average. The leader handles writes which it clears through the followers—resulting in \( 2n^*(1-r) \) messages—, and serves reads locally—resulting in \( 2r \) messages.

PQR does not change the write path on Paxos, but performs reads from a quorum of follower nodes without contacting the leader. Most often the data can be read in just one RTT between a client and followers, however in some cases more rounds may be necessary if read conflicts with an ongoing write. In our analysis we present the best case (lower bound) on communication costs in PQR, and as we show in Section 5, PQR rarely requires more than one RTT. This means the leader handles \( 2n(1-r) \) messages and each follower only 2 messages per slot on average. The client, on the other hand, sees an increased workload as it coordinates the PQR reads with the followers.

Our communication comparison shows that read from leader Paxos extension reduces the message load on both the leader and followers compared to the standard Paxos. PQR reduces the message load at the leader even further. Moreover,

PQR offloads work outside of the Paxos cluster to the clients, and makes the clients responsible for coordinating the read operations.

6 Evaluation

We implemented and evaluated Paxos Quorum Read (PQR) protocol in Go using Paxi [1] framework for prototyping and evaluation of consensus and replication protocols. PQR required minimal changes to the Paxi’s Paxos algorithm and it can be enabled or disabled through the framework’s configuration. However, Since PQR is a client-driven protocol, we had to modify Paxi’s client code.

We evaluate our prototype PQR on AWS EC2, with Paxos and PQR replicas deployed over 5 m5a.large instances with 2 vCPUs and 8 GB of memory. We ran the Paxi benchmark on a single m5a.xlarge instance with 4 vCPUs and 16 GB of RAM. Our microbenchmark generates a workload for a key-value store containing 1000 distinct objects. Each operation either updates or reads a small 8-byte value. We ran each test for 2 minutes and averaged the latency accrued over that interval.

First, we compare the throughput and latency of PQR implementation against Paxos and Paxos with read from leader optimization. We use a heavy write workload with 75% of all operations being writes. Figure 3 shows that PQR performance is comparable to the Paxos with read-from-leader optimization. In this workload PQR shows better latency and about 12% higher maximum throughput. We also conducted similar experiments at 25% and 50% write ratios with similar results, although the advantage of the PQR at lower write ratio diminishes and maximum throughput become comparable with that of Paxos reading from leader mode. This is because write replication no longer contributes significantly to the load at the leader, allowing it to serve reads as efficiently as the followers in PQR.

Figure 4 shows the latency of PQR and Paxos read from leader optimization at 4000 operations per second for different write ratios. PQR exhibits slightly lower latency at workloads with higher write ratios, due to the more even load distribution in the cluster, as the read operations do not compete for
resources on the leader node with writes.

Figure 5 shows PQR latency in a high contention experiment using a small number of objects as hot-spots. In this experiment, we ran a workload with 2, 5, and 10 keys at 4000 requests per second and 50% write ratio. High object contention, in theory, causes PQR to go into the rinse-phase and increases the latency of a read round, however, in practice we find that this effect is not significant. For example, when we have just 2 objects with 4000 ops/sec, with 75% write workload, PQR experiences around only 155 rinse-phases per second, causing these reads to take one additional RTT. In our workload, no read operation took more than 2 RTTs to complete. As shown in Figure 5, the impact of high object contention on latency is not easily measurable. In fact, the 2-key high contention workload actually performed slightly better (but well within the standard error) than the 5 and 10 key workloads.

We used the linearizability checker in our Paxi framework to confirm that PQR’s execution is linearizable. The checker, based on the algorithm in [16], has not shown any violations in over a hundred iterations of 30-second test runs of the protocol under a variety of workloads and client concurrency.

In order to investigate the number of linearizability violations that occurs in the absence of a rinse phase, we performed experiments with reading from any single node and reading from a quorum with the rinse phase disabled. We performed the experiments in one machine using 10 keys with 50% write workload by increasing the number of clients to create contention. Figure 6 shows that reading from the quorum reduces the number of non-linearizable reads compared to reading from any single node. The single node read may miss the latest confirmed write, as it may miss the write quorum that accepted it or the leader that confirmed it. By reading from more number of nodes, the quorum read guarantees reading at least the latest anchored write value. However, it may also return newer unanchored writes, which may then be missed by the next quorum read operation resulting in a linearizability violation. The number of non-linearizable reads is still significant in either case, and this emphasizes the importance of the rinse phase in the presence of high-contention workloads.

7 Concluding Remarks

We presented a novel read optimization for Paxos-style protocols with particular applications in distributed database settings. Our Paxos Quorum Reads (PQR) provides strong consistency guarantees without relying on external or orthogonal mechanisms. PQR performs reads against a set of follower nodes instead of running regular Paxos protocol or reading from dedicated leader. This allows PQR to balance the workload in the cluster and considerably improve performance over Paxos.

PQR can be extended with additional optimizations to provide a versatile solution for different workloads and scenarios. For example, we can use hash digest responses at all but one follower in the quorum-read phase to handle large objects better. Another optimization to consider is moving PQR inside the cluster to be run by the followers. This will make followers act as proxies/gateways to clients, and perform callbacks to the clients. This approach allows further optimizations, such as batching for read requests.
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